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1. Goals               

C1 Individual preparation, under the supervision, of the bachelor thesis. It should have the character of the project or case 
study analysis. Under the reasonable conditions it can be survey or systematization of the defined scope of knowledge 

C2 Preparation to individual typical problem solving of, with the elements of assessment and solution recommendations 

C3   

         

2. Educational effects (EK)       
  

  
Knowledge (W)              

EK-W1 Student possesses the widen knowledge on the major field of his/her study field. 

EK-W2 Student knows the basic research tools  

EK-W3   

Skills(U)              

EK-U1 Student is able to identify research problems 

EK-U2 Student selects properly the literature which is relevant the problem of the thesis 

EK-U3 Student can select proper research tools 

EK-U4 Student diagnoses the problem accurately 

EK-U5 Student applies the knowledge obtained during the studies  

EK-U6 Student observes and analyses the economic phenomena 

EK-U7 Student can distinguish regularities within research problem 

EK-U8 Student is able to analyze, assess and deduct conclusions 

EK-U9 Student can write coherent and logical text with the usage of correct and professional terminology 

Interpersonal and social competences (K)        
EK-K1 Student is able to widen her/his knowledge through individual study of existing scientific sources 

EK-K2 Student solves typical theoretical and practical problems individually. 

EK-K3 Student can communicate in English language correctly 

         



3. Seminar problematics: 
1. Management control (controlling) 

2. Financial analysis 

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

         
4. Methods and tools of presentation of work results:         

1. Presentation of goals of diploma thesis 

2. Presentation of diploma thesis concept with usage of computer programs, systems and audiovisual techniques 

3.  

4.   
         
5. Verification of educational effects :         

1. Assessment of presented goals od diploma thesis 

2. Assessment of methods used in research 

3. Assessment of the subject on the seminar group forum 

4. Final assessment of diploma thesis by the supervisor 

5   
         
         
6. Additional information:           
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/Supervisor’s signature/ 


